Count the bunny hops above
Count the bats and balls below
Worksheet D

Complete the d’s and count the doughnuts

Draw petals on the daisies and colour the ones marked with d or D
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Worksheet E

Count the trees

Colour the parts of the eggs marked E or e in your favourite colour
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Worksheet G

Complete the grapes. Put a X on all the grapes marked with G or g. Count the grapes and colour them in.
Colour the scoops marked with I pink and i brown.
Worksheet J

Left

Count and colour the balloons.

Right

---

Colour the bricks with J or j.
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Count the leaves

Left

Worksheet L

Right
Draw lines to match the numbers

3  6  5  4
Worksheet Q

Left → Right

qu qu So qu Ta Qu
pr su Ta Qu Qu Po Ta So
Qu Qu Sa Sp qu Tu
Pu Rs Or qu Qu Ta pr
Tu cq Po qu Tu qu
qu ab Qu Qu qu Ta su
Worksheet S
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